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7s contain -RL- 

ACTORLY ACLORTY ACTOR, theatrical performer [adj] 

AIRLESS AEILRSS having no air [adj] 

AIRLIFT AFIILRT to transport by airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AIRLIKE AEIIKLR resembling air [adj] 

AIRLINE AEIILNR air transportation system [n -S] 

AIRLOCK ACIKLOR blockage in pipe caused by air bubble [n -S] 

ANGERLY AEGLNRY in angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) manner [adv] 

BARLESS ABELRSS having no restraints [adj] 

BARLEYS ABELRSY BARLEY, cereal grass [n] 

BARLOWS ABLORSW BARLOW, jackknife [n] 

BERLINE BEEILNR limousine [n -S] 

BERLINS BEILNRS BERLIN, type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n] 

BIRLERS BEILRRS BIRLER, one that birls (to rotate floating log) [n] 

BIRLING BGIILNR lumberjack's game [n -S] / BIRL, to rotate floating log [v] / BIRLE, to carouse (to engage in carousal) [v] 

BURLAPS ABLPRSU BURLAP, coarse fabric [n] 

BURLERS BELRRSU BURLER, one that burls (to finish cloth by removing lumps) [n] 

BURLESK BEKLRSU type of stage show [n -S] 

BURLEYS BELRSUY BURLEY, light tobacco [n] 

BURLIER BEILRRU BURLY, heavy and muscular [adj] 

BURLILY BILLRUY BURLY, heavy and muscular [adv] 

BURLING BGILNRU BURL, to finish cloth by removing lumps [v] 

BYRLING BGILNRY BYRL, to birle (to carouse (to engage in carousal)) [v] 

CARLESS ACELRSS being without car [adj] 

CARLINE ACEILNR carling (beam supporting ship's deck) [n -S] 

CARLING ACGILNR beam supporting ship's deck [n -S] 

CARLINS ACILNRS CARLIN, old woman [n] 

CARLISH ACHILRS resembling carl (peasant (person of inferior social rank)) [adj] 

CARLOAD AACDLOR as much as car can hold [n -S] 

CHARLEY ACEHLRY charlie (fool) [n -S] 

CHARLIE ACEHILR fool [n -S] 

CHEERLY CEEHLRY cheerily (in cheery (cheerful (full of spirits)) manner) [adv] 

CLEARLY ACELLRY in clear (clean and pure) manner [adv] 

COURLAN ACLNORU wading bird [n -S] 

CURLERS CELRRSU CURLER, one that curls (to form into ringlets) [n] 

CURLEWS CELRSUW CURLEW, shore bird [n] 

CURLIER CEILRRU CURLY, tending to curl [adj] 

CURLILY CILLRUY CURLY, tending to curl [adv] 

CURLING CGILNRU game played on ice [n -S] / CURL, to form into ringlets [v] 

DARLING ADGILNR much-loved person [n -S] 

DIRLING DGIILNR DIRL, to tremble (to shake involuntarily) [v] 

EAGERLY AEEGLRY EAGER, impatiently longing [adv] 

EARLAPS AAELPRS EARLAP, earflap (part of cap designed to cover ears) [n] 

EARLDOM ADELMOR rank of earl [n -S] 

EARLESS AEELRSS lacking ears [adj] 

EARLIER AEEILRR EARLY, near beginning of period of time or series of events [adv] 
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EARLOBE ABEELOR part of ear [n -S] 

EARLOCK ACEKLOR curl of hair by ear [n -S] 

ELDERLY DEELLRY rather old person [n -LIES] 

ERLKING EGIKLNR evil spirit of Germanic folklore [n -S] 

FERLIES EEFILRS FERLIE, strange sight [n] / FERLY [n] 

FORLORN FLNOORR dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj -ER, -EST] 

FRIARLY AFILRRY FRIAR, member of religious order [adj] 

FURLERS EFLRRSU FURLER, one that furls (to roll up) [n] 

FURLESS EFLRSSU having no fur [adj] 

FURLING FGILNRU FURL, to roll up [v] 

FURLONG FGLNORU unit of distance [n -S] 

GARLAND AADGLNR to deck with wreaths of flowers [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GARLICS ACGILRS GARLIC, to season with garlic (herb used in cooking) [v] 

GIRLIER EGIILRR GIRLIE, girlish (of, pertaining to, or having characteristics of girl) [adj] / GIRLY [adj] 

GIRLIES EGIILRS GIRLIE, offensive word [n] 

GIRLISH GHIILRS of, pertaining to, or having characteristics of girl [adj] 

GNARLED ADEGLNR GNARL, to twist into state of deformity [v] 

HARLOTS AHLORST HARLOT, prostitute [n] 

HURLERS EHLRRSU HURLER, one that hurls (to throw with great force) [n] 

HURLEYS EHLRSUY HURLEY, hurling (Irish game) [n] 

HURLIES EHILRSU HURLY, commotion [n] 

HURLING GHILNRU Irish game [n -S] / HURL, to throw with great force [v] 

INNERLY EILNNRY inwardly (on inside) [adv] 

JARLDOM ADJLMOR domain of jarl [n -S] 

KNURLED DEKLNRU KNURL, to make grooves or ridges in [v] 

LOVERLY ELLORVY LOVER, one that loves another [adj] 

MAJORLY AJLMORY mainly (for most part) [adv] 

MARLIER AEILMRR MARLY, abounding with marl [adj] 

MARLINE AEILMNR rope used on ship [n -S] 

MARLING AGILMNR marline (rope used on ship) [n -S] / MARL, to fertilize with marl (earthy deposit containing lime, clay, and sand) [v] 

MARLINS AILMNRS MARLIN, marine game fish [n] 

MARLITE AEILMRT type of marl [n -S] 

MERLINS EILMNRS MERLIN, European falcon [n] 

MERLONS ELMNORS MERLON, solid part of indented parapet [n] 

MERLOTS ELMORST MERLOT, dry red wine [n] 

MISERLY EILMRSY characteristic of miser [adj] 

NORLAND ADLNNOR region in north [n -S] 

NURLING GILNNRU NURL, to knurl (to make grooves or ridges in) [v] 

OARLESS AELORSS having no oars [adj] 

OARLIKE AEIKLOR resembling oar [adj] 

OARLOCK ACKLOOR device for holding oar in place [n -S] 

ORDERLY DELORRY male attendant [n -LIES] 

OVERLAP AELOPRV to extend over and cover part of [v –PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OVERLAX AELORVX too lax [adj] 

OVERLET EELORTV to let to excess [v OVERLET, -TTING, -S] 

OVERLIE EEILORV to lie over [v -LAIN, -LAY, -LYING, -S] 
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OVERLIT EILORTV OVERLIGHT, to light excessively [v] 

PARLAYS AALPRSY PARLAY, to bet original wager and its winnings on subsequent event [v] 

PARLEYS AELPRSY PARLEY, to discuss terms with enemy [v] 

PARLING AGILNPR PARLE, to parley (to discuss terms with enemy) [v] 

PARLORS ALOPRRS PARLOR, room for entertainment of visitors [n] 

PARLOUR ALOPRRU parlor (room for entertainment of visitors) [n -S] 

PARLOUS ALOPRSU dangerous [adj] 

PEARLED ADEELPR PEARL, to adorn with pearls (smooth, rounded masses formed in certain mollusks) [v] 

PEARLER AEELPRR one that dives for pearls [n -S] 

PERLITE EEILPRT volcanic glass [n -S] 

PRIORLY ILOPRRY previously (in previous (coming or occurring before in time or order) manner) [adv] 

PURLIEU EILPRUU outlying or neighboring area [n -S, -X] 

PURLINE EILNPRU purlin (horizontal supporting timber) [n -S] 

PURLING GILNPRU inversion of stitches in knitting [n -S] / PURL, to knit with particular stitch [v] 

PURLINS ILNPRSU PURLIN, horizontal supporting timber [n] 

PURLOIN ILNOPRU to steal (to take without right or permission) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

QUEERLY EELQRUY in queer (deviating from expected or normal) manner [adv] 

SCARLET ACELRST red color [n -S] 

SCHORLS CHLORSS SCHORL, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

SHEERLY EEHLRSY SHEER, of very thin texture [adv] 

SIRLOIN IILNORS cut of beef [n -S] 

SKIRLED DEIKLRS SKIRL, to produce shrill sound [v] 

SNARLED ADELNRS SNARL, to growl viciously [v] 

SNARLER AELNRRS one that snarls (to growl viciously) [n -S] 

SOBERLY BELORSY in sober (having control of one's faculties) manner [adv] 

SQUIRLS ILQRSSU SQUIRL, ornamental curve in handwriting [n] 

STARLET AELRSTT small star [n -S] 

STARLIT AILRSTT lighted by stars [adj] 

STERLET EELRSTT small sturgeon [n -S] 

SURLIER EILRRSU SURLY, sullenly rude [adj] 

SURLILY ILLRSUY SURLY, sullenly rude [adv] 

SWIRLED DEILRSW SWIRL, to move with whirling motion [v] 

THIRLED DEHILRT THIRL, to thrill (to excite greatly) [v] 

TIRLING GIILNRT TIRL, to make vibrating sound [v] 

TWIRLED DEILRTW TWIRL, to rotate rapidly [v] 

TWIRLER EILRRTW one that twirls (to rotate rapidly) [n -S] 

UNCURLS CLNRSUU UNCURL, to straighten curls of [v] 

UNFURLS FLNRSUU UNFURL, to unroll (to open something that is rolled up) [v] 

UPCURLS CLPRSUU UPCURL, to curl up [v] 

UTTERLY ELRTTUY totally (completely (in complete (having all necessary parts) manner)) [adv] 

VARLETS AELRSTV VARLET, knave (dishonest person) [n] 

VICARLY ACILRVY vicarial (pertaining to vicar (church official)) [adj] 

VORLAGE AEGLORV position in skiing [n -S] 

WARLESS AELRSSW free from war [adj] 

WARLIKE AEIKLRW disposed to engage in war [adj] 

WARLOCK ACKLORW sorcerer (one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers)) [n -S] 
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WARLORD ADLORRW military leader of warlike nation [n -S] 

WHIRLED DEHILRW WHIRL, to revolve rapidly [v] 

WHIRLER EHILRRW one that whirls (to revolve rapidly) [n -S] 

WHORLED DEHLORW WHORL, to move in twisted or convoluted fashion [v] 

WORLDER DELORRW one who belongs to specified class, time, domain, or sphere of activity [n -S] 

WORLDLY DLLORWY pertaining to world (earth and all its inhabitants) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

 

7s end -RL 

BATGIRL ABGILRT girl who minds baseball equipment [n -S] 

BUSGIRL BGILRSU girl or woman who is server's assistant in restaurant [n -S] 

COWGIRL CGILORW female ranch worker [n -S] 

ENSNARL AELNNRS to tangle (to bring together in intricate confusion) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FANGIRL AFGILNR female who is enthusiastic devotee of something [n -S] 

IMPEARL AEILMPR to make pearly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PINCURL CILNPRU curl held in place with hairpin [n -S] 

UNSNARL ALNNRSU to untangle (to free from tangles) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s contain -RL- 

AIRLINER AEIILNRR large passenger aircraft [n -S] 

BADGERLY ABDEGLRY bothersome [adj] 

BANKERLY ABEKLNRY BANKER, one who works in bank [adj] 

BARLEDUC ABCDELRU fruit jam [n -S] 

BEARLIKE ABEEIKLR bearish (resembling bear (large mammal)) [adj] 

BEGGARLY ABEGGLRY very poor [adj] 

BIHOURLY BHILORUY occurring every two hours [adj] 

BITTERLY BEILRTTY BITTER, having disagreeable taste [adv] 

BIYEARLY ABEILRYY occurring every two years [adj] 

BURLIEST BEILRSTU BURLY, heavy and muscular [adj] 

CEORLISH CEHILORS CEORL, freeman of low birth [adj] 

CHARLADY AACDHLRY cleaning woman [n -DIES] 

CHARLOCK ACCHKLOR troublesome weed [n -S] 

CHEERLED CDEEEHLR CHEERLEAD, to call for and direct organized cheering, as at football game [v] 

CHURLISH CHHILRSU CHURL, rude person [adj] 

CLEVERLY CEELLRVY CLEVER, mentally keen [adv] 

COVERLET CEELORTV bed covering [n -S] 

COVERLID CDEILORV coverlet (bed covering) [n -S] 

CURLICUE CCEILRUU to decorate with curlicues (fancy spiral figures) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CURLIEST CEILRSTU CURLY, tending to curl [adj] 

CURLYCUE CCELRUUY curlicue [n -S] 

DAPPERLY ADELPPRY DAPPER, looking neat and trim [adv] 

DEERLIKE DEEEIKLR DEER, ruminant mammal [adj] 

DOCTORLY CDLOORTY DOCTOR, to treat medically [adj] 

DOORLESS DELOORSS having no door [adj] 

EARLIEST AEEILRST EARLY, near beginning of period of time or series of events [adv] 
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EARLSHIP AEHILPRS earldom (rank of earl) [n -S] 

EASTERLY AEELRSTY wind from east [n -LIES] 

FAIRLEAD AADEFILR device used to hold ship's rigging in place [n -S] 

FATHERLY AEFHLRTY paternal (pertaining to father) [adj] 

FEARLESS AEEFLRSS unafraid (not afraid (filled with apprehension)) [adj] 

FORMERLY EFLMORRY previously (in previous (coming or occurring before in time or order) manner) [adv] 

FURLABLE ABEFLLRU FURL, to roll up [adj] 

FURLOUGH FGHLORUU to grant leave of absence to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GARLICKY ACGIKLRY smelling or tasting of garlic [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

GEARLESS AEEGLRSS being without gears [adj] 

GINGERLY EGGILNRY cautious (exercising prudence to avoid danger) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] / in careful (cautious (exercising prudence to avoid danger)) manner [adv] 

GIRLHOOD DGHILOOR state of being girl (female child) [n -S] 

GIRLIEST EGIILRST GIRLIE, girlish (of, pertaining to, or having characteristics of girl) [adj] / GIRLY [adj] 

GNARLIER AEGILNRR GNARLY, gnarled [adj] 

GNARLING AGGILNNR GNARL, to twist into state of deformity [v] 

HAIRLESS AEHILRSS having no hair [adj] 

HAIRLIKE AEHIIKLR resembling hair (threadlike growth) [adj] 

HAIRLINE AEHIILNR very thin line [n -S] 

HAIRLOCK ACHIKLOR lock of hair [n -S] 

HARLOTRY AHLORRTY prostitution [n -RIES] 

HEIRLESS EEHILRSS having no inheritors [adj] 

HEIRLOOM EHILMOOR inherited possession [n -S] 

HOURLIES EHILORSU HOURLY, worker paid by hour [n] 

HOURLONG GHLNOORU lasting hour (period of sixty minutes) [adj] 

INTERLAP AEILNPRT to lap one over another [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

INTERLAY AEILNRTY to place between [v -LAID, -ING, -S] 

KNURLIER EIKLNRRU KNURLY, gnarly (gnarled) [adj] 

KNURLING GIKLNNRU KNURL, to make grooves or ridges in [v] 

LATTERLY AELLRTTY lately (not long ago) [adv] 

LAWYERLY AELLRWYY befitting member of legal profession [adj] 

LIMBERLY BEILLMRY LIMBER, flexible (capable of being bent) [adv] 

LINEARLY AEILLNRY LINEAR, of or resembling straight line [adv] 

LUBBERLY BBELLRUY LUBBER, clumsy person [adj] 

LUMBERLY BELLMRUY moving slowly with heavy gait [adj] 

MANDORLA AADLMNOR pointed oval figure [n -S] 

MANNERLY AELMNNRY polite (showing consideration for others) [adj] 

MARLIEST AEILMRST MARLY, abounding with marl [adj] 

MARLITIC ACIILMRT MARLITE, type of marl [adj] 

MARTYRLY ALMRRTYY resembling martyr [adj] 

MASTERLY AELMRSTY very skillful [adj] 

MEAGERLY AEEGLMRY MEAGER, deficient in quantity or quality [adv] 

MIRLITON IILMNORT chayote (tropical vine) [n -S] 

MOORLAND ADLMNOOR tract of marshy land [n -S] 

MOTHERLY EHLMORTY maternal (pertaining to or characteristic of mother) [adj] 

NEARLIER AEEILNRR NEARLY, with close approximation [adv] 

OCULARLY ACLLORUY by means of eyes or sight [adv] 
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ODORLESS DELOORSS having no odor [adj] 

OVERLADE ADEELORV to load with too great burden [v -D, -N, -DING, -S] 

OVERLAND ADELNORV train or stagecoach that travels over land [n -S] 

OVERLATE AEELORTV too late [adj] 

OVERLEAF AEEFLORV on other side of page [adv] 

OVERLEAP AEELOPRV to leap over [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OVERLEND DEELNORV to lend too much [v -NT, -ING, -S] 

OVERLEWD DEELORVW too lewd [adj] 

OVERLIVE EEILORVV to outlive (to live longer than) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OVERLOAD ADELOORV to load to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERLONG EGLNOORV too long [adj] 

OVERLOOK EKLOOORV to fail to notice [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERLORD DELOORRV to rule tyrannically [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERLOUD DELOORUV too loud [adj] 

OVERLOVE EELOORVV to love to excess [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OVERLUSH EHLORSUV excessively lush [adj] 

PARLANCE AACELNPR manner of speaking [n -S] 

PARLANDO AADLNOPR sung in manner suggestive of speech [adj] 

PARLANTE AAELNPRT parlando (sung in manner suggestive of speech) [adj] 

PARLAYED AADELPRY PARLAY, to bet original wager and its winnings on subsequent event [v] 

PARLEYED ADEELPRY PARLEY, to discuss terms with enemy [v] 

PARLEYER AEELPRRY one that parleys (to discuss terms with enemy) [n -S] 

PASTORLY ALOPRSTY befitting pastor (spiritual overseer) [adj] 

PEARLASH AAEHLPRS alkaline compound [n -ES] 

PEARLIER AEEILPRR PEARLY, resembling pearl [adj] 

PEARLIES AEEILPRS teeth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [n PEARLIES] 

PEARLING AEGILNPR PEARL, to adorn with pearls (smooth, rounded masses formed in certain mollusks) [v] 

PEARLITE AEEILPRT cast-iron alloy [n -S] 

PEERLESS EEELPRSS having no equal [adj] 

PERLITIC CEIILPRT PERLITE, volcanic glass [adj] 

PROPERLY ELOPPRRY PROPER, suitable (appropriate) [adv] 

READERLY ADEELRRY typical of reader [adj] 

SAILORLY AILLORSY SAILOR, member of ship's crew [adj] 

SCARLESS ACELRSSS having no scars [adj] 

SHERLOCK CEHKLORS detective [n -S] 

SICKERLY CEIKLRSY securely (free from danger) [adv] 

SILVERLY EILLRSVY with silvery appearance [adv] 

SISTERLY EILRSSTY of or resembling sister [adj] 

SKIRLING GIIKLNRS SKIRL, to produce shrill sound [v] 

SNARLIER AEILNRRS SNARLY, tangled [adj] 

SNARLING AGILNNRS SNARL, to growl viciously [v] 

SOMBERLY BELMORSY SOMBER, gloomy (dismally dark) [adv] 

SPARLIKE AEIKLPRS resembling spar [adj] 

SPARLING AGILNPRS young herring [n -S] 

SPURLESS ELPRSSSU lacking spur [adj] 

STARLESS AELRSSST having no stars [adj] 
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STARLETS AELRSSTT STARLET, small star [n] 

STARLIKE AEIKLRST resembling star [adj] 

STARLING AGILNRST European bird [n -S] 

STERLING EGILNRST British money [n -S] 

SUBWORLD BDLORSUW subdivision of sphere of interest or activity [n -S] 

SUMMERLY ELMMRSUY summery (characteristic of summer) [adj] 

SUPERLIE EEILPRSU to lie above [v -LAIN, -LAY, -LYING, -S] 

SURLIEST EILRSSTU SURLY, sullenly rude [adj] 

SWIRLIER EIILRRSW SWIRLY, swirling [adj] 

SWIRLING GIILNRSW SWIRL, to move with whirling motion [v] 

TARLATAN AAALNRTT cotton fabric [n -S] 

TARLETAN AAELNRTT tarlatan (cotton fabric) [n -S] 

TEARLESS AEELRSST being without tears [adj] 

TEARLIKE AEEIKLRT resembling tear [adj] 

TENDERLY DEELNRTY in tender (soft or delicate) manner [adv] 

THIRLAGE AEGHILRT obligation requiring feudal tenants to grind grain at certain mill [n -S] 

THIRLING GHIILNRT THIRL, to thrill (to excite greatly) [v] 

TWIRLIER EIILRRTW TWIRLY, curved [adj] 

TWIRLING GIILNRTW TWIRL, to rotate rapidly [v] 

UNCURLED CDELNRUU UNCURL, to straighten curls of [v] 

UNDERLAP ADELNPRU to extend partly under [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

UNDERLAY ADELNRUY UNDERLIE, to lie under [v] / to place under [v -LAID, -ING, -S] 

UNDERLET DEELNRTU to lease at less than usual value [v UNDERLET, -TTING, -S] 

UNDERLIE DEEILNRU to lie under [v -LAIN, -LAY, -LYING, -S] 

UNDERLIP DEILNPRU lower lip [n -S] 

UNDERLIT DEILNRTU lacking adequate light [adj] 

UNFAIRLY AFILNRUY not fairly (in fair (free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice) manner) [adv] 

UNFURLED DEFLNRUU UNFURL, to unroll (to open something that is rolled up) [v] 

UPCURLED CDELPRUU UPCURL, to curl up [v] 

UVULARLY ALLRUUVY with use of uvula [adv] 

VARLETRY AELRRTVY group of common people [n -RIES] 

VULGARLY AGLLRUVY VULGAR, crude (unrefined (not refined (refine))) [adv] 

WATERLOG AEGLORTW to soak with water [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

WATERLOO AELOORTW decisive defeat [n -S] 

WESTERLY EELRSTWY wind from west [n -LIES] 

WHIRLIER EHIILRRW WHIRLY, marked by whirling motion [adj] 

WHIRLIES EHIILRSW WHIRLY, small tornado [n] 

WHIRLING GHIILNRW WHIRL, to revolve rapidly [v] 

WHORLING GHILNORW WHORL, to move in twisted or convoluted fashion [v] 

WINTERLY EILNRTWY wintry (characteristic of winter) [adj] 

WRITERLY EILRRTWY characteristic of writer [adj] 

YEARLIES AEEILRSY YEARLY, publication appearing once year [n] 

YEARLING AEGILNRY animal past its first year and not yet two years old [n -S] 

YEARLONG AEGLNORY lasting through year [adj] 

 

8s end -RL 
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ATTAGIRL AAGILRTT used to express encouragement or approval to woman or girl [interj] 

BALLGIRL ABGILLLR girl who retrieves balls during games [n -S] 

COPYGIRL CGILOPRY girl who runs errands in newspaper office [n -S] 

HOMEGIRL EGHILMOR girl or woman from one's neighborhood [n -S] 

NEWSGIRL EGILNRSW girl who delivers or sells newspapers [n -S] 

OUTWHIRL HILORTUW to surpass in whirling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLAYGIRL AGILLPRY woman devoted to pleasurable activities [n -S] 

SHOPGIRL GHILOPRS salesgirl [n -S] 

SHOWGIRL GHILORSW chorus girl [n -S] 

 


